
Why Fact Check? 



How to pick something to 
fact check

○ It is easiest to choose a claim that is specific and can be therefore given a mostly true or false rating
○ Incorrect interpretation of data: For claims that are in some gray area, or a matter of drawing incorrect 

conclusions based on the evidence, these are more difficult to pin down, but can still be effective. Try to 
break down the claim into individual points that can still be refuted one by one, and if there are gray areas, 
give the claim a “somewhat” rating 

○ Claims that are a matter of opinion: when there is not reference to a specific, discrete factual matter to 
fact check, these are not likely the most effective statements to fact-check. Consider pitching your expert to 
comment on the subject or draft an op-ed instead of a fact check

○ Social media, public officials, news outlets, these are all appropriate sources for claims to fact check. 







What are the technical 
requirements? 

Google has given guidance to fact checkers how to label and format their fact checks in order to be 
effectively indexed by the Google News site. 

Newswise Editor-in-Chief Craig Jones will review the steps and required fields for this type of submission



The Elephant in the Room: Social Media and Politics



Consider the Source
And

Check Your Bias



Technology Review

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/09/16/1035851/facebook-troll-farms-report-us-2020-election/


Relevant Magazine

https://www.relevantmagazine.com/culture/tech-gaming/almost-all-of-facebooks-top-christian-pages-are-run-by-foreign-troll-farms/


PsyPost

https://www.psypost.org/2021/01/conservatives-see-scientific-and-nonscientific-viewpoints-as-closer-in-legitimacy-study-finds-59122


WashPo

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/09/03/facebook-misinformation-nyu-study/


Misinformation Influences 
Policy



Clinical Infectious Diseases, 
the journal of the IDSA

https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/73/Supplement_2/S120/5917573
https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/73/Supplement_2/S120/5917573


Newsweek

https://www.newsweek.com/fauci-warns-dont-spike-ball-5-yard-line-covid-restrictions-eased-1576022


What’s the ROI?

○ High pageviews
○ Citations in news coverage
○ SEO
○ Examples: [Craig]



In Conclusion
Peddlers of misinformation are flooding every possible platform with 
their content. Therefore we, as ethical, responsible communicators 
representing organizations with authority have a responsibility to 
create more content that pushes back against misinformation. 

There is no scenario in which we could do “too much” fact checking 
and promotion of credible news. 


